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The twelfth meeting of the Regional Director with the WHO 
Representatives ana the Regional Office staff was held in the Regional 
Office for the Eastern Mediterranean (EMRO), Alexandria, from 17 to 20 
September 1995: plenary sessions were held on 17 and 18 September and 
individual meetings h e t w e e n  t h o  WHO Repreaentativca (WRD) and v a r i o u s  
divisione on the 19th and the 20th. The closing session was held on 20 
September. In addition to WRs and the Regional Office staff, the meeting 
was also attended by Dr M. Abdelmoum&ne, Special Representative of the 
Director-General for Near Eastern Affairs and the Director of Health for 
UNRWA, and Dr Y. Kawaguchi, Director, Division o f  Interagency Affairs at 
WHO headquarters, Geneva. 

2. OPENING SESSION 

Dr Hussein A.  Gezairy, Regional Director for the Eastern 
Mediterranean Region, opened the meeting. He welcomed the WRs, Regional 
Office staff and others to the meeting. He wished Dr Sadrizadeh, WR to 
Sudan, a cpeedy recovery. In hic addrcsu t h e  Regional Director focused 
on the important issues related to WHO collaborative activities in the 
current biennium and also the future biennia, particularly in relation 
to budget cuts which meant cost reduction and increased efficiency at 
all levels of WHO work. 

In the 1994-1995 biennial budget most countries kept 5-10% of the 
country a l l n ~ a t i n n e  for "emerging prioritiea" to cater for priu~ity 
needs that might arise during the biennium for activities with no 
current allocations. The rate of utilization of these funds varied 
considerably between countries: in some instances these funds were used 
for purposes other than those for which they were meant. The Regional 
Director invited the participants to discuss these observations and to 
comment on the need to maintain allocations under "emerging priorities" 
and the need Co specify clearly the types of activities and priurity 
needs for which such funds should be spent. 

Referring to the 1996-1997 budget, the Regional Director said that 
although EMR received a budget 2.5% higher than that of 1994-1995, due 
to inflation, there was an actual decrease. He emphasized measures taken 
to offset budget reductions by cost containment at various levels and by 
further refinements of the managerial process to i~nyruve efficiency and 
effectiveness at a reduced cost. He reviewed the measures already taken 
globally and additional measures taken by EMRO. These included bringing 
down per diem rates that were over 100% to normal per diem, monitoring 
of duty travel, limiting overtime, limiting the number of senior 
officials attending meetings and reducing the duration of intercountry 
meetings and working lonqer hours, control of overprinting and increased 
UEC of E-mail to save o n  f a x  nrwssayes. He rererred again to the proposal 
of moving some programmes from headquartere to less expensive duty 
stations which would be one of the best ways to making better use of 
available resources. 

Dr Gezairy welcomed the excellent cooperation between neighbouring 
countries such as between the Arab countries of the Gulf and the Maghreb 
c o u n t r i e s  and alsu Lildteral collaDoration such as the one developing 
between the Syrian Arab Republic and Lebanon. 
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The Regional Director then briefed the participants on the important 
resolutions adopted by the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board 
and referred specifically to the shift of funds in favour of certain 
prlorlty programmes. Another subyect ot interest to the Heglon 1s the 
A.T. Shousha Foundation Prize: the management of the Shousha Foundation 
Prize would be decentralized to the Regional Committee for the Eastern 
Mediterranean. 

Referring to the previous discussions concerning coordination of 
United Nations activities at country level, the Regional Director 
reterred to the country strategy note and urged the WRs to involve 
themselves in the drafting of such a note so that the health component 
would be brought in the country's development agenda. 

The Regional Director informed the WRs of his decision to delegate 
authority to them to sign special service agreements on behalf of the 
Regional Director after the necessary clearance by all the units 
concerned in EMRO. 

He referred to a new experiment that was being implemented, namely, 
the tempnraty replacement nf WRa dnrinq their ahsenre by prngramme 
directors from the Regional Office. He referred to the experience in 
Iraq during July and August 1995 when the WR was replaced by Dr E.S. 
Mahgoub and Dr A. Saleh for two weeks each. He invited the staff 
involved to comment. The reaction of the WRs was positive. This 
arrangement gave a chance for the Regional Office staff to appreciate 
better the work of the WR, to help in taking care of the WRs office and 
consequently enrichad tho experience of tho programme directar 
concerned. 

Dr Gezairy referred to his visits to Afghanistan, Iraq and Sudan. In 
Afghanistan, the amount and quality of work done by WHO is very 
impressive, especially in the effective use of media and through the 
network of WHO sub-offices in many regions. In Iraq, the gravity of the 
situation was felt i n  all aspects of health care services. However, t h e  
situation is being partly overcome by many innovative self-help 
approaches. In Sudan, malaria is a health problem of importance, and he 
referred to the WHO-supported initiative of the use of impregnated 
bednets to achieve personal protection, particularly in a situation 
where other methods of vector control are not practical. 

3, ELECTION OF OFPICBRS AND ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Following the invitation of the Regional Director for nominations, 
Dr M.H. Wahdan was nominated as Chairman and Dr B. Sabri, as 
Rapporteur. 

The agenda and the programme of the meeting w e r c  odoptcd and appear 

as Annex 1 and Annex 2 respectively. 

4. DISCUSSIONS ON BUDGET REDUCTIONS FOR 1996-1997 

Addressing the challenging situation facing WHO at both regional 
uff ibt :  arrd ~ u u l ~ L r y  levels w i L 1 1  ~ e s p e ~ L  LU L u d y e t a ~ y  cuts and in order to 
maintain technical efficiency, several suggestions were made by the 
participants (Annex 3). 
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5 .  AGENDA ITEMS 

5.1 Follow-up on the Recommendations of the Eleventh Meetinq 
(Agenda item 1) 

Dr O.I.H. Omer, introduced the subject and gave an overview of the 
main action. takon, a= reported by tho WRe and the Rogional Office 
staff, in response to the 20 recommendations adopted by the eleventh 
meeting. It was clear that actions were taken at both country and 
Regional Office levels on each of the recommendations. In the 
discussions that followed several points were highlighted: 

- The follow-up mechanism should be computerized. There will be a need 
to develop a system for this purpose. 

- The preparation of country project profiles is a very useful 
exercise. The exchange of views with the Regional Office staff and 
the feedback with comments were very valuable in guiding the 
national programme managers to update and improve on these profiles. 

- There i s  a need for clarifications with respect to tho use of funds 
for "local cost" and for "national training activities". 

- The efforts made by WRs, particularly WRs to Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
Republic of Yemen and Sudan, to raise extrabudgetary funds for 
priority national programmes were appreciated. There is, however, a 
felt need for more efforts in this regard. 

- Funds allocated under "emerging priorities" have proved to be useful 
in addressing issues that were not evident as priorities at the time 
of the JPRM. However, national authorities occasionally request 
t n e x  utilization for activities that are not always relevant to the 
original objective. It would be very useful to analyse expenditures 
under this allotment to see how they fit with the objectives of 
emerging priorities. 

- For the celebration of the 50th Anniversary of WHO, there is an 
urgent need for EMRO to issue an information booklet highlighting 
achievements as a result of WHO collaboration. This would also 
facilitate capturing the attention of national dignitaries about WHO 
and would be an important advocacy for WHO policies and strategies. 
It was agreed that effnrts hnnld he made tn make any relehratinn a 
national activity with only technical inputs from WHO. Financial 
support, if any, should be very limited. 

- It has been observed that efforts to promote training within the 
Region is being hampered by the escalating tuition fees which are 
being requested by national institutions in the Region. In order to 
overcome this attitude whirh is not consistent with the principle of 
promoting technical cooperation, efforts should be made through all 
possible means, including the Regional Committee, to reach an 
agreement between Members States of the Region to limit the level of 
tees. 
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5.2 World AIDS Day (Agenda item 2) 

This item was presented by Dr A.M. Aly. 

Since 1988, World AIDS Day (WAD) is being observed as an annual 
event designed to open channels of communication, promote exchange of 
information and experience and forge a spirit of social tolcranoc. In 
consultation with Regional Offices and others concerned, a World AIDS 
Day theme is promulgated every year by GPA at headquarters to be the 
core concept around which national, regional and global WAD workplans 
are tailored. 

The WAD theme for 1995 was Shared Rights, Shared Responsibilitiee. 
Through this theme WHO invitcs individuals, families, governments and 
the international community at large, to begin a dialogue and take 
necessary action to ensure that all rights are respected and 
responsibilities fulfilled. 

WHO Representatives were invited to: 

- commcnt on the performance and effectiveness of WAD in previous 
years, and whether it would be advisable to continue this exercise 
in the years to come; 

- urge national AIDS programmes in their countries to formulate 

national WAD workplans and send copies thereof to EMRO, if not 
already done; 

- play key role in the planning and implementation of WAD activities 
involving the national staff and other UN offices who would 
cosponsor UNAIDS from 1 January 1996. 

In the discussion that followed the following points were 
highlighted: 

- In countries WAD provides an occasion for promoting health messages 
not only about AIDS but also on other health problems. In Djibouti 
WAD celebration in 1994 brought toqether the larqest crowd ever in 
the biggest stadium in the capital where various kinds of arts and 
competitions were organized carrying a wide range of information and 
education messages to the people. 

- WAD programmes are not in fact one-day activities, but WAD is a day 
of concentration of effort which should continue all the year round. 

5.3 The Eastern Mediterranean Health Journal 
(Agenda item 3) 

This sub-ject was introduced by vr A.M. Aly. 

It had been decided to launch the Eastern Mediterranean Health 
Journal (EMHJ) from 1995 replacing the Eastern Mediterranean Region 
Epidemiological Bulletin, the Health Services Journal of the Eastern 
Mediterranean Region and the Teaching and Learning News, which 
were discontinued at the end of 1994. 
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EMHJ is intended to be a peer-reviewed high-level scientific journal 
addressing all members of the health profession, medical and other 
health education institutions, interested NGOs, WHO collaborating 
centres and individuals wlthrn and outside the Region. 

Copies of the first issue, Vol. 1 No. 1, were already distributed. 
Manuscripts accepted for Vol. 1 No. 2 were being edited and it is hoped 
that the second number will be published by the end of the year. 

Dr Aly requested the views of the participants on: 

- the level of priority that should be given to EMHJ 
- the advisable periodicity 
- the efforts needed to enhance the quality and credibility of 

the journal. 

In the discussion that followed the following points were 
nighlighted: 

- many speakers expressed their satisfaction, and appreciation at the 
launching of the new journal and hoped that its high quality and 
good presentation will be maintained. 

- The journal was considered of high priority, and is badly needed by 
health providers and research workers in the Region. 

- WRs were requested to contribute and encourage others to contribute 
material tn t h e  jnurnal. WRs could also make the journal known among 
the health and medical community in their countries. 

- Having published two issues during 1995, three issues could be 
planned for 1996 as an intermediate step before starting quarterly 
publication. Fixing definite dates for the appearance of every issue 
will enhance the journal's credibility. 

- Priority health problems need to be highlighted in future issues. 
Furthermore, one issue per year could be devoted to a specific 
health topic to be announced in advance. Another suggestion to be 
considered was to concentrate on one country in each issue and, for 
example, publish the country profile as well. 

- EMRO should arrsngc widc distribution of the journal thruughuuL Lltr 
Region. EMHJ should be brought to the attention of all health 
ministries and health sciences schools. This could be effectively 
made through WR's offices who should be informed of direct 
distribution from EMRO. 

- It was noticed that the name of WHO has appeared on all pages of the 
journal, but not on the cover page. This should be rrcLifird in 
future issues. 

- It was suggested to insert in Vol.1 No. 2 an evaluation sheet for 
readers to provide feedback. 
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- Special issues on specific public health problems may be considered 
in the future. 

An annex such as a country profile may bc part of the exchange 
process through the journal. 

Dr M.H. Khayat, the Editor-in-Chief of the Journal, appreciated the 
comments and views expressed by the speakers. He asked those who did not 
comment to send him their written remarks. He requested all participants 
to contribute papers and to encourage others to do so. 

5.4 Fiftieth Anniversary of WHO 
(Agenda item 4) 

This topic was presented by Dr A.M. Aly. 

WHO would celebrate its 50th anniversary in the year 1998. A focal 
point and working group woro appointed at WHO hearlqn>art~rs tn  diacuss 

and propose commemorative workplans. The working group met in February 
1995 and considered that the 50th anniversary would give an opportunity 
to summarize and celebrate achievements of WHO from 1948 to 1998, to 
make public the Organization's agenda for the 21st century and to 
enhance public visibility of the Organization. It formulated a workplan 
which was shared with the Regional Offices. 

A regional focal point and a task force were appointed in April 1995 
to plan for the occasion and follow-up implementation. 

The task torce formulated a list or proposals for national and 
regional activities and copies of the list were distributed to WRs and 
programme directors for consideration and feedback. National and 
regional plans should in due course be submitted to the Regional 
Consultative Committee and to the Regional Committee for consideration 
and finalization, including funding. 

Other proposals received from the staff included publicity for 
achievements to be realized in the coming 2-3 years, such as 
poliomyelitis eradication, and ending in the anniversary year. A 
regional conference or a number of conferences could be held to produce 
a regional health charter for the years to come. It was also proposed to 
make the celebration more entertaining, more informative and programme- 
oriented. 

In the discussion that followed the presentation, several 
suggestions and comments were made. 

- The importance of the occasion was stressed by many speakers. 
However, it needed good preparation, with well selected activities 
to be conducted according to a well-defined timetable and financial 
resources. 

- A general feeling was that the occasion should principally be 
celebrated by countries following national workplans and under 
national funding. However, WHO should prepare printed and 
audiovisual material and make them available throughout the Region 
to highlight what WHO has done and intends to do. 
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- Major WHO achievements should be documented. There are many success 
stories that need to be put on record such as WHO's roles in areas 
of conflict and in the control and eradication of communicable 
diseases. 

- The occasion should be taken as an opportunity to reaffirm WHO'S 
constitutional lending role in international health matters. 

- It was suggested that joint programme review missions could be 
advised to allocate some funds to help countries prepare their plans 
for the anniversary. 

- Not only funds were required but also staff resources should be made 
available. Communication needs to be maintained between tho Rogional 
Office and WRs to fix dates and agree on activities. 

- WHO'S role should be supportive to the national staff through 
guidance, information, coordination and providing necessary 
material, as and when appropriate. 

- Activities at country level may include: art competitions in 
schools, sport competitions, T-shirts with WHO50 logos, 
commemorative stamps, exhibitions with participation from other 
United Nations offices in the country, meetings and conferences on 
healthy lifestyles and WHO programmes in the country concerned, 
awarding 50th anniversary prizes to active health leaders and WHO 
fellowships for students and young professionals. 

- The Regional Director stressed that the occasion should be 
celebrated mainly by countries, with participation from national 
governmental and nongovernmental sectors. WHO would allocate some 
funds for the purpose, but cannot spend much on celebrations while 
money is badly needed for programme purposes. 

5 . 5  UNAIDS Proqrammc - Prcocnt Stntu~ and Futurc Pcrmpcctivco 
(Agenda item 5) 

The topic was introduced by Dr P. Shrestha. 

He indicated that the WHO'S Global Programme on AIDS (GPA) would 
cease to exist from 1996. He reminded the WRs that the final request for 
rflcnsf of GPA funda ehould be received in EMRO by 15 October 1995 as 
all unobligated funds on 30 November 1995 would revert back to the GPA 
Trust Fund. All funds released must be obligated before 31 December 
1995. During 1996 and 1997, country subaccounts will be kept open solelv 
for the purpose of liquidating the funds already obligated. 

The joint United Nations Programme on AIDS (UNAIDS) has been 
established with the collaboration and cosponsorship of six 
organizations, namely UNDP, UNESCO, UNFPA, UNICEF, WHO and the World 
Bank. UNAIDS is still at a developmental stage, but will become fully 
operational from 1 January 1996. 
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The main roles of UNAIDS are: 

- Policy, development and research. To be a major aource of globally 
relevant policy on HIV/AIDS and to develop, promote and strengthen 
international best practice and research. 

- Technical suppon. TO catalyze, target and provide tecnr~ical 
support to help build and strengthen the capability for, and 
expanded response, to HIV/AIDS, particularly in developing 
countries. 

- Advocacy. To promote a comprehensive, multisectoral response to 
HIV/AIDS, which is well-resourced and is strategically, ethically 
and technically sound. 

UNAIDS would function under the guidance and supervision of the 
Committee of Cosponsoring Organizations (CCO) which would provide 
guidance on important issues and the Programme Coordination Board (PCB) 
would function as the governing body. The composition of these bodies do 
not provide for any views from the Regional Committee, the Executive 
Boar4 or the World Health Assembly. 

UNAIDS would have global and country level structures and 
functions, but will not have regional structures. It may utilize the 
existing regional mechanisms of the cosponsors for regional and 
intercountry activities, to be supported by UNAIDS. 

The marn ob~ective of UNAIDS at the country level is to strengthen 
national capability to plan, coordinate, implement and monitor responses 
to AIDS. The level of financial support provided by UNAIDS to the 
countries is ~ ? x p ~ ~ - t p r l  tn he rn~lt-h 1-ss than that p r n v i d ~ d  hy CPA in t h e  

previous biennia. 

UNAIDS would provide support at country level through the UN 
Resident Coordinator and a theme group composed of representatives of 
the six cosponsors. The theme group will elect one of the agencies' 
heads to chair the group and it is sincerely hoped that the WHO 
Repr~s~ntative wnlrlr l  q-rv- ac thra chairman of t h e  theme group i n  most, 

if not all the countries of the Region. In selected countries, a UNAIDS 
programme officer would be assigned to support the theme group in 
carrying out its tasks. 

The sources of financial resources for national AIDS programmes in 
future would include national resources, UNAIDS, other cosponsors such 
as WHO Regular Budget, and othcr bilatcrsl and multilntcrsl donoro. 

WHO'S Regular Budget could be particularly used for the control of 
sexually transmitted diseases (STD) including AIDS. 

The WHO Representatives could play an important role in facilitating 
the full implementation of EPA-funded activities; smooth transition from 
GPA to UNAIDS; preparation of the inventory of supplies and equipment; 
establishment of the theme group and occuring thc leading rolc for WHO! 
assisting national staff in the preparation of biennial workplans to be 
submitted to UNAIDS; and securing funds from WHO Regular Budget for STD 
including AIDS during the forthcoming J P R M s .  
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Dr Wahdan explained the efforts made so far by EMRO in trying to 
streamline activities with UNAIDS. The Regional Director had called for 
a meeting which took place with the Regional Directors of all 
cosponsoring agencies and the Director of UNAIDS to streamline the 
regional roles and functions within the new programmes. 

In the diacuasion that followed, conoidcrablc oonccrn WPIY c x p r c ~ ~ c d  
by WRs regarding the quantum of UNAIDS support to the countries; 
modalities of the functioning of UNAIDS; the theme group; the roles of 
WRs and programme officers; and the mechanism of channelling UNAIDS 
funds to the countries. The meeting stressed the need for UNAIDS to 
clarify these points as soon as possible. 

WHO, ao in thc paot, should take a leading role in country level 
activities with support from the national authorities, particularly the 
Ministry of Health. 

It was agreed that funds from WHO'S Regular Budget should be 
allocated for the control of STD including AIDS in each country of the 
Region. 

A note should be prepared for the Regional Committee about UNAIDS to 
seek guidance and support to maintain the WHO'S role in this priority 
health problem in the Region. 

5.6 Poliomyelitis Eradication 
(Agenda item 6) 

This topic was introduced by Dr R. Aslanian. 

He detailed the progress so far and the constraints and problems 
that are to be solved. He indicated a significant decrease in the number 
of cases of poliomyelitis with 11 countries reporting zero cases in 
1994. There were no sustained outbreaks during this period. 

He then highlighted the following four main strategies for 
eradication. 

- Increased basic immunization coverage with 3 doses of OPV to over 
80% of children and maintenance of this achievement. There were a 
number of countries whose achievements in this regard were far below 
the expected level. 

- Supplemental immunization activities. National immunization days 
(NIDs) were implemented in six countries in 1994. During 1995 NIDs 
were already being implemented or underway in 19 countries. 

- Acute flaccid paralysis (AFP) surveillance, now in place in 19 
countries of the Region. In an increasing number of countries, the 
sensitivity of AFP surveillance was approaching the expected annual 
level of 1 case of non-polio AFP per 100,000 children under 15 years 
of age. 

- Laboratory-based surveillance. This is an essential element for 
polio eradication work, and had improved considerably in the Region. 
In 1 Y Y 4 ,  74% ot AFP/polio cases reported in the Region were 
investigated in the network laboratories. 
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Excellent achievements were being observed in immunization coverage 
resulting in a decrease in the number of cases of polio in the three 
groups of countries forming the polio-free zones in the Region. These 
are the Arab countries of the Gulf (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi 
Arabia and UAE); the Maghreb countries (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco 
and Tunisia); And the third zone, composed of Islamic Republic of Iran, 
Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Pakistan, Palestine and Syrian Arab Republic. 

It is expected that the polio free-status in the Region would show 
that more and more countries are becoming free of polio. and by the end 
of 1998, it is expected that very few countries would still have endemic 
polio. 

The Regional Director initiated steps ror the establishment of a 
Regional Certification Commission and national committees. 

The role of the WRs in polio eradication includes: 

- follow-up on the recommendations of the surveillance assessment 
missions; 

- pr-u~~turion of interagency coordination to ensure the necessary 
support to the programme; 

- activation of national committees. 

In the discussion that followed, the following points were 
highlighted: 

Delayed government release of IurlJs Lo yurch~se ruuLinr vaccines was 
mentioned for some countries as a factor contributing to low 
coverage. 

- It was emphasized that NIDs, to be effective, should be conducted in 
the low season for wild polio virus and other enterovirus 
transmission (i.e. the cool, dry months of the year). 

- It was suggested that the approaches utilized during the recent 
immunization campaigns in Afghanistan be used as a model for 
Djibouti and other countries where civil conflict limits access to 
immunization for a large proportion of the population. 

- The importance of developing sensitive systems of AFP surveillance 
(able to detect at lraaL 1 c a a r  uL nun-puliu AFP per 100 000 
population <15 years of age) was emphasized. Providing incentives 
for reporting cases is a possible solution to improve surveillance. 

- In view of the need to promote and enhance work in lagging countries 
(including Afghanistan, Djibouti, Pakistan, Sudan, Somalia, and 
Yemen), a meeting was to be held in Cairo in December 1995. 

- Report on the national immunization campaigns. 

5.7 Reqional Health Database 
(Agenda item 7) 

A presentation of the EMR Health Database was made by Dr M. Ouakrim. 
The prc~cntation was meant to rnclble WRJ tu brsurne aware of the 
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existence within the Regional Information system (RIS) of such a 
regional statistical subsystem and then to decide if such a statistical 
tool could be installed in their offices and maintained through a 
regular updating from HST. 

After explaining the rationale for establishing the EMR Health 
Databaoe, Dc Ouakrim gave an o v e r v i e w  uL' L l r a  curiturlt ut Lhtr daLaLativ 
which includes health indicators, grouped into various categories and 
their sources. They are available for individual Member States and for 
the Region as a whole (regional averages) for the past 15 years. The 
database gives also the definitions of global, regional and national 
indicators. 

The available. c a t e g o r i e s  o f  i r ~ d i c a t u r s  i ~ l c l u d e ;  ~ u c i u e c u r ~ u n ~ i c  ( S C E )  

demographic (DMG); human and material resources (HMR); health personnel, 
by specialty (WLP); budgetary resources (BDR); achievements activity 
(ACA); health status (HLS); causes of morbidity, mortality and infant 
mortality (ICD); policy and strategy (PAS) and some oral health 
indicators (ODP, OED, OHM, DHS). 

As the health I I a L a b u ~ e  is d ~.u~~versatlunal one, the results could be 
obtained in the form of numerical tables, graphs or maps. It also 
allows analysis by two different indicators. 

After a general presentation by Dr Ouakrim, Mrs A .  Badr (senior 
Technical Assistant, HST Unit) gave a demonstration of the running of 
the EMR Health Database focusing on its main functions: data entry (or 
data rnanipulatiun) , rapur  L s  U I I ~  yrdphs. 

Examples of some indicators were chosen for demonstrating the 
capabilities of the EMR Health Database as a statistical tool for 
assessing the impact of health programmes at country and regional 
levels. 

D u r i n g  t l r e  discussiur~ the following points were raised: 

- Country data should be made available to WRs. This can be first done 
throuqh diskettes and later on through satellite. 

- It is important to update and validate the data of this database. 
WRs and technical units are encouraged to support HST in achieving 
this. 

- The importance of establishing a regional health information centre 
was discussed. It was emphasized that such a centre should be 
located in the Regional Office. The database in CEHA should be 
linked to the Regional Information System and made available to 
other countries. 

- Various units in the Regional Office were discussing the 
coordination and the establishment of a regional health information 
system. 

- Concern was expressed on the method used to validate the data. The 
ongoing method for data validation should be revised in accordance 
with defined standards and accepted parameters. 
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5.8 Status of Financial Implementation 1994-1995 
(Agenda item 8) 

The topic was presented by Dr H. Lafif, who emphasized that the 
1994-1995 Regular Budget implementation had improved, but action was 
needed to truly maximize it. In particular, some deadlines were to be 
met and some rules kept 111 11111ict. 

The implementation was slow to start with as compared to 1992-1993 
and the qap increased in December 1994. The situation improved in 1995, 
but, as of end-August, the rate of obligation was still behind 
1992-1993, especially for the Regional Office and intercountry 
programmes. 

Referring to obligations validity Dr Lafif indicated that: 

- not all components have the same rules: especially for the Regional 
Office and intercountry programmes, and 

- supplies and equipment requests should be received by the end of 
September in the Regional Office in a workable format. 

Funds surrendered 

Every biennium. EMRO obligates 100% of the Reqular Budqet. However 
every biennium it surrendered a large amount of unliquidated obligations 
to headquarters. As of end-August 1995, EMRO surrendered USS1 246 000 
from 1992-1993 reserves under Regular Budget. 

In this respect, Dr Lafif mentioned the rules on obligations 
validity. He indicated that fellowships, contractual service agreements 
(CSAsl, technical service agreements (TSAs) could be oblisated in full 
in 1995 provided they are fully implemented in 1996. Supplies and 
equipment follow the same rule, but because of the involvement of 
headquarters, obligations could not be done at the last minute. 
Completed "no query" lists should be submitted by 30 September tu LSU. 
Consultants, temporary advisers must start their travel before the 
year-end. 

Local costs, national training activities, staff, temporary advisers 
and special services agreements (SSAs) cannot be carried forward. 
Implementation must be physically completed in 1995. 

Consultants should start their travel before year-end, but there 
should be some balance between months of service in 1995 and 1996. 

Strict attention would be given to late obligations due to the 
appropriation resolution adopted at the Forty-eighth World Health 
Assembly and its role on casual income. 

Strateqy for end-1995 

- Meet deadlines for submissions of cupplies and equipment, presenting 
clear quotations for local purchase. Local purchases above 
US$ 20 800  must be referred to headquarters for purchase from any 
single supplier. Slicing to fit within this limit is forbidden and 
was being monitored. 
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Lists of supplies and equipment should be submitted by 30 September 
as the deadline for receipt of purchase authorizations was 
30 October. 

Decide on the cut-off date, when balances would be freed for new 
activities under savings. 

For use of savings of 1994-1995, new priority activities that are 
well defined (with all administrative documentation, such as FAFs, 
CSAs), must be ready for obligation and implementation within the 
authorized time frame. 

Unliquidated obligations should be reviewed for recycling to finance 
apt i v i t  ies. 

Identify 1996-1997 activities for advance implementation, i.e. 1995 
obligations. 

Avoid haste and low quality obligations which end in surrendering 
funds to headquarters. 

In the discussion that followed the presentation: 

The difference between local costs and national training activities 
(NTAS) was explained. Basically NTAs are in the broad family of 
local costs. Local costs in the narrow sense are for printing, 
subsidies for surveys, and other non-training activities. 

The difference between obligations, earmarking, etc. was clarified 
as were some of the rules concerning validity of obligations and the 
concept of casual income and funds surrendered. 

Efforts should be made to ensure that activities in the pipeline 
were taken into account more promptly; for example, earmarking based 
on circulation lists rather than the purchase authorization. The 
certification of funds by the technical units or other 
administrative units was discussed, but not adopted as the budget 
needs to be optimized by the Budget Unit. Very often, Budget Unit 
was able to mobilize the necessary funds though they do not clearly 
show on the RIS. 

The general item of delegation of authority for items such as local 
purchase was discussed and clarified. Consultation with EMRO was 
required to compare with international prices and also for technical 
clearance. 

BFO was requested to make an analysis of the funds surrendered as 
"savings on unliquidated obligations". It was explained that this 
analysis would be done, but needed time and effort for proper 
analysis of the various interacting factors. 

As part of the strategy for the end of 1995, it was decided that all 
unobllgated balances would be available tor reprogramming for the 
use of savings from 15 October 1995. 
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5.9 Proaramme Budqet for 1996-1997: Outcome of WHA48 Budset 
Review and Implications for JPRMs 
(Agenda item 9) 

Mr R. Spina Helmholz introduced the working paper, referring to 
global level changes, resulting in a 5% shift of funds to priorities 
defined by the Executive Board, a 2 . 5 %  overall increase, and the use of 
US$10 million of casual income, if available, in 1996 and 1997 for 
country programmes. 

The situation for the EMR was described: a 5% shift to priorities 
defined by the Executive Board and 0.87% cost increases. It was possible 
that the least developed among developing countries could benefit from 
any additional available funds. 

WRs were encouraged to review the revised country programme 
allocations which were contained in the working papers as they would be 
used during the JPRMs. In addition, JPRMs would need to take into 
consideration the defined priorities by the Executive Board; the total 
allocations made to them as a whole should not be reduced. Finally, 
JPRMs might wish to define additional activities for funding in the 
event additional funds became available. 

During the discussions, concern was expressed for an improved 
matching of financial allocation to the list of specific programmes for 
which plans of action would be prepared during JPRMs, and also at 
possible modifications by JPRMs of programming, for example by shifting 
amounts through cnmhining nr integrating programmes. 

Mr Helmholz clarified that although the wording of major and 
specific programme titles as well as their acronyms and numbering might 
slightly change after further discussions with headquarters, their 
substance would not. It was agreed that, to facilitate briefing for 
JPRMs, the financial allocation would be indicated based on the list of 
specific prngrammps. 

The degree of programme grouping would depend upon the circumstance 
in each country and while some funding shift could occur, the total 
amounts allocated to Executive Board-defined priority areas should not 
be reduced. 

5.10 Establishment o f  Ilnited Na+inns Office for Prniect Services (UNOPS) 
(Agenda item 10) 

Mr Helmholz introduced the working paper and described the recent 
designation of the United Nations Office for Project Services, 
(ex-UNDP/OPS), its reflection as a move by the UN System from country- 
level coordination for planning to implementation, and its expected 
effect nf f~rrther diminishing thca avai 1 >hi 1 i ty of I1N resotrrcaa t~n WHO 
for programme execution. 

Discussion 

- Several WRs felt that UNOPS would, like its predecessor UNDPfOPS, 
tend to deal in large financial transfers, and extensive and 
expensive subcontracting involving high managerial overheads. They 
would lack technical ability and credibility. 
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- UNOPS represented an effort to further extend UNDP control of 
activities at country level and it would be a challenge to WHO to 
demonstrate its ability to carry out exemplary cost-effective 
technical programmes as examples of efficient technical 
collaboration. 

- It would be important to consider that all levels uf the 
Organization coordinate with each other to arrive at an appropriate 
WHO strategy to deal with not just with the emergence of UNOPS, but 
the entire spectrum of chanqe within the UN System. Toward this end, 
it was agreed that: 

- WHO Secretariat at all levels should make further efforts to 
clarify WHO'S mandate and its role to the GoverrlmenL (Ministry 
of Health, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, etc.), relevant 
organizations in the United Nations System and other relevant 
groups. 

- WRs, Regional Offices and headquarters (i.e. INA) should 
exchange relevant information more frequently and 
systematrcally on changrng policies and operational questions 
concerning the UN System coordination issues, such as the 
Resident Coordinator System, UNDP/WHO relationship. 

- Any issues and problems encountered by WRs in the area of UN 
System coordination should be immediately referred to the 
Regional Office and headquarters and special concerted efforts 
should be made to solve them. 

- WRs and the Regional Office provide their views on the current 
status and their proposals on WHO'S collaboration with UNOPS as 
experience is gained, while INA/HQ will obtain and provide more 
updated information and discuss with UNOPS to seek adequate 
modalities of the WHO/UNOPS working relationship. 

5.11 Evaluation of WHO-sponsored National Traininq Activities 
(Agenda item 11) 

Dr E.S. Mahgoub introduced the subject and reviewed the courses 
carried out under WHO funding for the four-year period 1991-1994. 

A total of 3140 courses, attended by 93730 participants, were held 
during the four years, giving an average of 785 courses with 23 433 
participants per year. The average number of participants per course was 
29.9 (range 3-500 participant=). 

As regards the characteristics of the individual national training 
activities (NTAs), the average number of participants per facilitator 
was 8 and the average duration was 4.9 days per course (range 1-365 
days). 

The total obligated amount was USS3.3 million. Tho average cost per 
course was US$2 653 (range USS266 - 6270). 
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Achievements and shortcominqs 

The fact that nearly 24 000 persons are trained every year is by 
itself a considerable achievement. Certainly this helped in the 
development of a critical mass of trained health workers in many 
countries to shoulder responsibility for health programmes. A t  the same 
time, the fact that some UE53.3 million were obligated for NTAo during 
1994 alone necessitates that there should be proper planning and 
management of these activities. 

Dr Mahgoub indicated that: 

- Many NTAs are not well-planned or seem to result from ad hoc 
deciaiona. Others lack proper management. Ccrutiny of thc r c q u c ~ t o  

before their approval is inadequate. 

- Some courses are repeated several times, often, but not always, in 
different places, without clear rationale. 

- The number of participants seems to be decided empirically, rather 
than based on actual training ~~eeds, as aeen from their wide range 

(3-500). 

- The rationale in the choice of the location is sometimes not clear. 
Reference has been made to several meetings without one single 
participant from the site of the meeting. 

DU Muhguub t h e n  rrcviewrd the iesgunsililities of the WR and the 
Regional Office in improving the performance of the NTAs. 

Responsibilities of the WHO Representative 

The WR shoulders the greatest responsibility towards improving the 
functioning of the NTAs.  This can be facilitated by: 

a) Reviewing the JPRM report in order to know what NTAs are foreseen 
during the year. The WR should then work with the national staff to 
identify in advance, the details, timinq and spacinq of these 
activities. 

b) A minimum period (3-4 weeks) should be set between receiving a 
request form and the date of  the meeting. 

c) The request form should be critically scrutinized in order to 
ensure the relevance of the suggested NTA to the national health 
programme and its being in line with the plans of action agreed 
upon. Completeness and clarity of all entries in the form should be 
ensured. 

d) Appropriateness of, and acceptable rationale behind, the stated 
dates and duration, locat ion, number of participants and 
facilitators should be ensured. 

e) Accuracy of the estimation of the cost and the budgetline to be 
charged. 
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f) Overall feasibility and cost-effectiveness of the NTA. The WR should 
maintain some sort of record to indicate that the form for a 
particular NTA has been sent to the Reqional Office (and, 
eventually, that funds have been released). 

Responsibilitv of the Reqional Office Staff 

- The technical unit should scrutinize the request forms as detailed 
above. 

- The form should not be passed on to FJN/BUD until all clarifications 
have been satisfactory. 

- The D i v i v i v r ~  uf Health servlces ( u n s )  might lilce to investigate the 
need to set criteria as to what may be considered as NTA and what 
is, in fact, an internal fellowship. These criteria may be in terms 
of duration, number of participants, etc. 

- There should be coordination between all parties concerned: the 
technical unit, FEL, FIN/BUD and ISM, and it should include: 
i c l c r ~ l i t y i r l y  the information requirements of eacn part; agreeing On 
the terms to be entered and their interpretation; details of 
tabulations required; periodicity of regular tabulations, on the 
understandinq that identified additional tabulations can be made 
available on request. 

In the discussion that followed the importance of continuous 
evdluatFon of NTAs was reiterated ln order to contmue rmprovement on 
this important activity. Similarly its significance as a continuing 
education tool was stressed. 

The ratio of facilitators to participants was discussed and a call 
for standardization was made. The average of 1:8 was felt to be 
acceptable. However, the need for close facilitation in NTA of a 
practical nature must be observed Ln contradistinction to tralning 
activities of a theoretical nature. 

The lack of reporting on t h e  terhniral a s p ~ r t s  nf t h e  trninjng 

activities and their impact were highlighted. To achieve feedback in 
this respect an informative sheet needs to be developed. 

5.12 Status ot Environmental Health Strateqv and Plan of Action 
for Environmental Health in EAR Countries 
(Agenda item 12) 

The topic was introduced by Dr H. Abouzaid. 

As a follow-up to the Regional Committee resolution EM/RC40/R.3, 
endorsing a Regional Strategy for Wealth and Environment in October 
1993, EMRO has supported the Strategy for Health and Environment in 
several Member States of the Region through CSAs for team members, 
n a t i n n a l  initiatives jointly between WHO headquarterc a n d  the Ccntre for 
Environmental Health Activities (CEHA), national consultations on 
introducing the Strategy and interindustrial national conferences, 
following the preparation of national plans of action. 
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It is expected that, by the time of the Second Conference on Health, 
Environment and Development in November 1995, preparation of national 
action plans would be well advanced in most Member States of the Region 
and may constitute a good basis for useful discussions in the 
conference. Participants in this conference would be ministers and 
national technical focal points, representatives of national agencies 
and institutions that are directly Involved, and/or collaborate, in 
drafting, updating and revising strategies or dealing with the 
management implementation of environmental health programmes. 

The objectives of the conference are to review and further discuss 
ways and means of implementation of global, regional and national 
strategies for health and environment, to strengthen arrangements for 
cooperation/liaison with UNDP, UNEP, the World Bank and others at both 
country and regional levels, particularly in respect of mobilization of 
resources, fund-raising and transfer of environmentally sound 
technology. 

In preparation for the conference, a questionnaire, designed to 
better evaluate the situation in the Region, has been sent to all WHO 
Representatives in the Region. 

Dr Khan, CEHA Coordinator, summarized the achievements and aervices 
extended to EMR Member States during the last ten years (from 1985 to 
1995), by CEHA. He highlighted the increasing role of the Centre in 
assisting Member States in developing their "National Health and 
Environment" action plans and strategies and providing technical 
assistance and cooperation in solving their environmental health 
problems. The cooperation and assistance of the WRs in implementing CEHA 
activities was very much acknowledged and appreciated. It was felt that 
it i s  ~qtlillly important for the CEHA staff to undertake missions to 
Member States for providing better services and increasing CEHA 
visibility. A package containing "CEHA 10th Anniversary" documents was 
distributed. It was mentioned that CEHA would send a "CEHA standard 
presentation" on a video cassette to all WRs in due course for their 
use. 

5.13 Forthcominq Seventh Round of Joint Govarnment/WHO Prooramme 
Review Mission (JPRMs) 
(Agenda item 13) 

This agenda item was introduced by Dr Khayat. 

Dr Khayat reviewed the main features of the guidelines for the joint 
governrnent/WHO programme review missions, stressing the main activities 
during the preparatory phase at both regional and country levels by WRs, 
Programme Directors and Regional Advisers. He then reviewed the 
different chapters of the report of the JPRM and confirmed that 
chapter I, "National Health and Health Development Situation", had 
already been prepared in the Regional Office from the information 
available and needed to be updated and amended as necessary by the JPRM 
team. For moat countrico, Chapter 11, "Main Issues and rohntry 
Initiatives", had been completely or partially prepared and needed to be 
revised at the time of the JPRM. Chapter IV is a standard one for all 
countries showing the commitment of both the government and WHO. Chapter 
I11 is the only chapter that needed to be written in full during the 
JPRM. He stressed the importance of reviewing all national health 
programmes, whether supported by WHO or not. 
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Dr Khayat then explained the components of the standard plan of 
action to be adopted during this round of JPRMs. The main features of 
the plans are that they are goal-oriented, target-oriented, 
product-oriented and activity-based. General briefing had already been 
prepared for all specific programmes by the Regional Advisers and 
specific country briefings would be sent to their counterparts in Member 
Statca very noon through WRe, and with copien to them. 

The importance of WRs fully explaining the guidelines and the 
standard plans of action to the national staff was stressed. He also 
confirmed that trained secretaries would be available as members of WHO 
teams to help with the coding of the plans of action and with the 
preparation of the report. During the discuesions, various points 
relating to the programmes and the budgetary tables in the Detailed 
Programme Budget for 1996-1997 and the lists of programmes for which 
plans of action have to be prepared were raised. It was confirmed by 
Mr Helmholz that the two lists would be reconciled before the JPRM teams 
leave for Member States. 

5.14 Review of the Implementation of Reaional Information Svstem 
in the Reqional Office and WRs' Offices 
(Agenda item 14) 

The topic was introduced by Dr A.A. Saleh. 

At the beginning of the biennium 1994-1995, it was decided to 
introduce the computerized Regional Information System for monitoring 
the implemrntatiun us WHO p r u y r a ~ ~ u ~ w  dctivitieu. 

The system is based on a few planning principles: 

- Planning is based on situation analysis which decides on priority 
areas. 

- Planned activities slluuld be product-orieritad tu achieve specific 
targets. 

- Activities and activity components. under each product area. 
therefore, coded in what is known as "Activity Code". 

The system allows technical units: 

- to have direct access to the status of supplies and equipment, 
fellowships and consultant components, and 

- to have access to comments from some WRs and financial 
implementation. 

An Important lssue ralsed during the implementation ot the RIS 1s 
that the system is seen as a source of  information, but with no real 
monitoring of programme achievements and impact. The system has weak 
reporting characteristics. 

With improvement in the quality of data input during the next 
biennium and with activities planned in such a way that the coded system 
has a management function, it is expected that the RIS would provide 
more meaningful reports on programme achievement and hopefully impact. 
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To improve the quality of data input to the RIS for the coming 
biennium, a new JPRM module had been prepared. This module is based on 
aqreed JPRM quidelines, which have been recently revised. It is expected 
that the module would include built-in data on country situation and 
regional programme planning, which were prepared according to the 
directions of the Ninth General Programme of Work. The planned 
dctivities are target-linked and product-orierited. Seluctiurr uC 
collaborative activities in a particular country should be based on 
priorities set by both the Ninth General Programme of Work and country 
situation analysis. 

A method whereby the impact of WHO collaborative activities on the 
development of health services at country level could be measured 
remained co be developed. 

It was emphasized that the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
system are mainly dependent on the quality of data input and on 
compliance with the system concepts and of its practical use. Such an 
informatics system and component should be user-friendly to develop 
monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. 

Discussion 

- It was acknowledged that the new system organizes the various 
programme activities in a structured form suitable for proper 
monitoring and evaluation. The concept of target and product 
orientation was well accepted. 

- It was also emphasized that the JPRM module for each country would 
contain, in Chapter 1, country situation analysis based on available 
data in the Regional office, as well as general and specific 
briefing on each technical programme. These data would be validated 
and discussed during the JPRM. 

- The proposed list ot programmes was discussed and i t  was concluded 
that there was little difference between the proposed list and the 
working list of programmes. BUD will try to distribute funds 
arrnrding t n  + h e  working l i e + .  

- It was indicated that several technical units had already prepared 
their general briefing using the available software and found it 
user-friendly. It was, however, emphasized that the system needed to 
be revised to accommodate the activity component level. 

- ft was important to sand briefing on this s o f t w a r e  to + h a  WRc aa 

soon as possible for their discussion with the national programme 
coordinators. 

5.15 Role of the WA in Cootdinatins UN Support to Countries 
Durinq Emerqencies 
(Agenda item 15) 

The topic was introduced by Dr Y .  Ginawi who narrated the experience 
of the Republic of Yemen during the emergencies which occurred during 
the past few years. The role of the WR in streamlining these activities 
and coordinating activities with other United Nations and bilateral 
agencies and NGOs was highly appreciated. 
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5.16 Briefina on the BBC Educational Proaramme, "New Home, New Life" 
(Agenda item 16) 

The experience in Afghanistan was explained by Dr A. Gebreel. It 
reflected how such an important instrument could be used to deliver 
health messages to the population and how it helped in the delivery of 
the WHO collaborative programmes during period of conflict. The 
experience was highly commended by the meeting and similar initiatives 
were recommended for other countries. 

5.17 Briefinq on Formulatinq the Country Strateay Note in Lebanon 
(Agenda item 17) 

Because of the absence of Dr Mechbel, this agenda item was not 
discussed. 

5.18 World Bank Support in the Field of Health 
(Agenda item 18) 

The topic was introduced by Mr Jacques Baudouy, Division Chief f o ~  
Human Resources for the Middle East Region of the Wurld Bank. He Lrieted 
on the lending programmes in countries of the Region, including lending 
in support of the health sector. He also mentioned of other services 
provided by the Bank, such as policy analysis and advice on research and 
grants. The critical health issues in the MENA Region are population 
growth, epidemiological transition, slow economic growth and health 
systems' inefficiencies. Therefore, common concerns for health systems 
in the MENA Regiorr w r r r :  rffiuierlcy, equity, cost escalation, 
private/public mix, resource allocation in the public sector. 

He briefed the meeting about the main projects in MENA countries and 
called for closer collaboration between WHO and the World Bank in 
implementing them. 

A vary CruiLful discussion took place following Mr BaUdOuy'S 
presentation and focused on: 

- World Bank's policy in support for health 
- Mechanism for collaboration between WHO and the World Bank 
- Involvement of WRs in project formulation and implementation. 

The participants highlighted the need for Closer collaboration 
between WHO and the world Bank at various stages starting from project 
identification to implementation. 

They also called for the strengthening of regulatory authorities in 
the field of health in order to better implement sectoral reforms. 
Regarding health services and programmes, the participants wished to 
give weightage to health-tor-all strategies through primary health care. 

The World Bank should have a longer term approach for the sake of 
sustainability and should pay greater attention to poverty alleviation 
and environmental protection which would lead to better health status. 
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5.19 Basic Minimum Needs in Pakistan 
(Agenda item 19) 

The topic was introduced by Dr M.A. Barzgar. 

Extensive efforts were made in Pakistan in the past decade to 
in~pruvr Lha quality of life of thc rural Hawrvor, the gain= 
in the social indicators such as health, education, availability of safe 
drinking water and sanitation were far from satisfactory. 

Since the main answers to the problem of ill health of millions of 
people lay outside the health sector, Dr Barzgar pointed out that the 
root of ill health in Pakistan included widespread poverty, high 
illiLrrauy  ate especially among women, high population growth rate, 
unemployment, migration from rural to urban areas, drug addiction, 
increasing AIDS infection and environmental pollution. 

Basic minimum needs would not necessarily be the same in different 
communities and depend on the socioeconomic and cultural patterns of the 
community concerned. For example, the components of basic minimum needs 
of Somali villager were identified, in order of priority by the 
villagers as water, food, shelter and environment, means of livelihood, 
social life and security, social services (health and education), 
natural disaster preparedness, communications (road, public transport). 
The basic minimum needs of Pakistani villages were identified by people 
as irrigation and other means of livelihood, education, health and 
sanitation, food security, etc. 

Dr Barzgar defined basic minimum needs as a participatory concept 
between the Government and the people's "quality of life", through 
"bottom-up" planning, multisectoral action, community involvement and 
management of micro-development projects by the people themselves. 

The conceptual difference between primary health care and BMNs 
dcmonotrotcd FHC ao a revolutionary approach that changed the health 
Sector, while BMNs, as a methodological concept, facilitated 
intersectoral collaboration and community involvement. The expected 
outcome would be improved quality of life of the people, sustainable 
total development and self-reliance. 

The steps taken for the implementation of BMN in Pakistan and in 
pilot area0 of Nceam-Pur in the North-Weat Frantiar Prnvinra wero 
described and the expansion strategy of technical cooperation among 
developing villages was illustrated. ~mpressive achievements from the 
case-study of the Somali experiment of BMN were presented. 

In the discussion that followed, several questions concerning 
sustainability and the role of the UN System were raised. The key words 
in BNN wcrc pcoplc'o empoworment, human being as object and auhjoot of 
development, bottom-up planning, starting with people's priorities 
rather than sectoral ones, income-generation activities, appropriate 
technology and collective partnership of people, government and 
development agencies including UN, bilateral and NGOs for sustainable 
development and self-reliance. 

Dr Abdullatif elaborated on the role of WRs in promnting RMN, 
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especially during the current times of economical, social and political 
changes and challenges. The introduction of BMN approach should be in 
favour of visibility and leadership of the ministry of health. This is 
achieved through partnership with the community and other sectors, thus 
tapping further resources. BMN could also provide the ministry of 
health with visibility and leadership in the efforts to ensure equity 
and sustainable develapment. WHO, through BUN, oould take a leadership 

role among sister organizations, especially at these times when poverty 
alleviation and sustainable development are common aims of most UN 
organizations. 

Dr Abdullatif argued that though the BUN experience had rightly 
emphasized deprived rural and urban communities, WRe were still urged to 
take initiatives whcrc BNN no an approach ohould be introduced in 

well-off communities as well. This is in line with the concept of BMN as 
an approach to ensure better quality of life and equity. He also urged 
WRs to consider BMN as an approach to sustain identified national health 
priorities, such as the EPI. 

6.1 Introduction bv the Reqional Director 

Reduction in costs 

1. A regional analysis of cost or expenditure of different activity 
components should be undertaken to determine cornponenta of the 

highest expenditure that are susceptible to reductions. 

2. Implementation process to be streamlined to become less costly. 

3. Staff were requested to save more on electricity, stationery, fuel, 
etc. 

4. Travel Unit would enter into more agreements with hotels in 
countries for special tariffs allowing for ad hoc per diem rates. 

5. More authority to be delegated to WRs in approving routine matters 
in order to reduce costs on fax and telexes. 

6 .  C o r ~ v i c l e ~ ~ L i u ~ ~  UK t t ~ e  p u s s i b i 1 i t . y  uf d s ~ i y 1 1 1 1 1 e n t  uf WRa L o  mure than 
one country. 

7. Assignment of responsibilities to directors of some countries 
without WRs. 

8. More investment on staff development and training in order to 
i r i c r e a s e  af f iclency. 

9. Increased use of national professional officers and national 
experts. 

10. Encouraging local purchases where costs are less. 
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11. Encourage technical cooperation within the Region as a substitute to 
recruitment of STCs from outside the Region whenever the technical 
expertise is available in the Regional, as well as promote training 
within the Region. 

6 . 2  Follow-up on the Recommendations of the Eleventh Meetinq 

1. DAF is to iasue a circular on what is to be considered as local cost 
and how to spend from it. 

2. Profiles need to be re-examined and guidelines to be updated with 
the purpose of making them more informative and a good tool for 
JPRMa and project formulation. 

3. The format for national training activities should be amended to 
address both the financial and technical aspects of training. 

4. A proposal is to be put to the Regional Committee to consider 
reducing tuition fees by all countries for fellows from within the 
Region. 

5. "Emerging priorities" budgetline should be used for programmed 
priorities only. These programmes could be discussed and determined 
by the Regional Committee. 

6.3 World AIDS Day 

1. Information, cducation and communication activitico similar to WAD 
activities are very beneficial and should be maintained. 

2. WHO should continue to play a leading role in the celebration of 
World AIDS Days. 

6 .4  The Eastern Mediterranean Health Journal 

1. Every effort should be made to maintain the production of the EMHJ 
at a high level of quality and presentation. 

2. The name of WHO should appear how on the cover of the Journal. 

3. One issue of the journal should deal with a WHO priority topic 
annually when the frequency of the publications reaches 3 issues per 
year. 

4. Means and ways of ensuring wider circulation and distribution to be 
sought. 

5 .  An evaluation sheet should be inserted in Vol.1 No. 2  to allow 
readers to p r u v i d e  feedback o n  Vol.1 N u s .  1 and 2 .  

6.5  Fiftieth Anniversary of WHO 

1. The fiftieth Anniversary of WHO should be celebrated according to 
well-structured plans in all countries of the Region. 

2. The President or Prime Minister in every country should be i n v i t e d  

to lead the celebrations of the Day. 
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3. WHO's 50th Anniversary should be utilized as appropriate to reaffirm 
WHO's constitutional leading role in international health matters. 

4. A booklet incorporating achievements and regional initiatives as 
well as a bibliography of important personalities in the Region who 
played a role in the development of WHO should be published. 

5. Budgetary allocations should be included in the Regular Budget for 
1996-1997 of all countries during the joint government/WHO programme 
review miss ions. 

6.6 UNAIDS Prosramme 

1. WRa w e r e  requested tot 

a) facilitate the implementation of the programme; and 

b) ensure allocation of WHO Regular Budget funds during JPRMs for 
STD programmes, including AIDS. 

2 .  The role of WHO i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  other oosponeoring agencies ehould 

clearly be defined by WHO in consultation with other agencies. 

3. WRs should take the initiative of inviting representatives of other 
cosponsoring agencies to coordinate the activities of the UNAIDS 
programme. 

6 . 7  P o l i o r n y c l i t i c  E r a d i o n t i o n  

1. Efforts should be continued to support national efforts to implement 
the strategies for polio eradication, especially among lagging 
countries. 

2. WRs to promote interagency coordination at national level. 

6.8 Reqional Health Database 

1. Data on the system need to be regularly updated, validated, and 
analyzed for use by WRs and other health professions. 

2. Mini RIS should be developed in more WRs' offices. 

3. A study is to be made on the possibility of a link between WRs 
offices and the Regional Office through e-mail or satellite 
networking. 

6.9 Status of Financial Im~lementation, 1994-1995 

1 .  Tu e r l s u c e  LvLLvr uLliyciLiu11 clricl l i q u i d d t i u i l  uf ~ U I I ~ S ,  WRtr d11c.I 3.8 

were requested to process all fellowships, CSAs and TSAs as soon as 
possible, as these can be implemented during 1996 if obligated early 
towards the end of 1995. 

2. Projects with completed administrative documentation could be 
prepared for use of savings. 
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3. Deadlines for submission of lists of supplies and equipment should 
be met by 30 September for 1994-1995 funds 

4. 1996 activities for advance implementation from budget of 1994-1995 
obligations to be identified and submitted in a ready-for-obligation 
format. 

5. Printouts should be standardized and, if possible, one single format 
should be sent to countries and used by the Regional Office. 

6. All balances would be available for reprogramming from Regional 
Office side, starting 15 October 1995 for use of savings. 

6.10 1996-1997 Proqramme Budclet 

The list of programmes for which plans of action needed to be 
prepared should be made compatible with the list of programmes 
indicating detailed budgetary allocations to countries. 

6.11 Establishment of the United Nations Office for Proiect Services 
1 UNOPS ) 

1. WRs were requested to examine the best ways in which they could work 
with UNOPS at country lovel. 

2. It was recommended that WRs study the whole process and come up with 
guidelines on how WHO can deal with the whole situation at country 
level. 

6.12 National Trainina Activities 

1. National training activities needed to be evaluated continuously as 
they are one of the means of continuing education in the Region. 

2. Such activities have to be spread over the entire biennium. 

3. The forms for national training activities needed to be well 
scrutinized by WRs and the Regional Advisers, as well as the CVs of 
facilitators to ensure their relevancy and competence in the 
envisaged field of training. 

4. More technical reporting and evaluation should be included in the 
form. 

6-13 3tPtus of Environmental HcalLlr S L r d L r q ~  dr!d Pldrl of ArzLi011 
for Environmental Health in EMR Countries 

Although the Ministry of Health might not be the lead agency in 
carrying out the environmental health strategy, the Environmental 
Health Department in the Ministry of Health needed to be 
strengthened through more WHO support. 

6.14 Forthcomina Seventh Round of JPRMs and Review of the 
Im~lementation of RIS in the Reaional Office and WR's Offices 

1. The list of programmes for which plans of action were needed has to 
be reconciled with detailed programme budget lists. 
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2. General briefing for WRs would be handed over during their meeting 
with different divisions. Specific briefing by country programmes 
would be sent to all WRs by the Regional Adviser the following week. 

3. WRs were requested to initiate briefing of national staff as soon as 
they return to their duty stations. 

4. Trained secretaries from the Regional Office would be sent with JPRM 
teams to deal with the coding system and report-writing. 

6.15 Role of the WR in Emerqencies and BBC Educational Proqrammes in 
Afahanistan 

The experiences of Yemen during emergencies and the BBC educational 
programmes in Afghanistan have to be documented for use by the 
countries. 

6.16 World Bank Supoort in the Field of Health 

1. WHO needs to negotiate ways and means of fostering good working 
rclotionohip with thc Bonk in tho ficld of hcolth dcvclopmcnt. 

2. Meetings between WHO and the Bank to exchange information on health 
matters should be more frequent. 

6.17 BMN in Pakistan 

Basic minimum needs should be used to sustain the developmental 

multisectoral approach in urban areas as well. 
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Annex 1 

AGENDA 

Introduction by the Regional Director 

Election of Officers 

1. Follow-up on the recommendations of the previous meeting 

2. World AIDS Day, 1995 

3. The E n t e r n  Mediterranean Health Journal 

4. Fiftieth Anniversary of WHO 

5 .  UNAIDS Programme - present status and iuture perspectives 

6. Poliomyelitis eradication 

7. Regional health database 

8. Status of financial implementation 1994-1995 

9. 1996-1997 Programme Budget - Briefing on the outcome of the 
WHA48 budget review and overview of 1995 JPRM focus 

10. Establishment of the United Nations Office for Project Services 
(UNOPS) 

11. Evaluatron ot WHO-supported natlonal training activiries 

12. Status of environmental health strategy and plan of action for 
environmental health in EMR countries 

13. Forthcoming seventh round of joint government/WHO programme review 
missions (JPRMs) 

14. Review of the implementation of RIS in the Regional Office and WRS' 
Off ices 

15. Role of WRs in coordinating UN support to countries during 
emergencies - The Yemen experience 

16. Brieiing on the BBC educational programme, "New Home, New Life" 

17. Briefing on formulating the country strategy note in Lebanon 

18. World Bank support in the field of health 

19. Basic minimum needs in Pakistan 
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Annex 2 

PROGRAnm 

Sundav. 17 September 1995 

08:OO - 11:OO Introductory remarks by Dr Hussein A.  Gezairy, 
Regional Director 

Election of officers 

Follow-up on thc rooommcndationo of previous 
meetings, by WHO Representatives and Programme 
Directors and WPD 

11:30 - 11:40 World AIDS Day 1995, by Dr A. Ali 

The Eastern Mediterranean Health Journal, 
by Dr Ali 

12:OO - 12:25 Fiftieth Anniversary of WHO, by Dr Ali 

12:25 - 13:05 UNAIDS Programme - present status and future 
perspective, by Dr P. Shrestha 

1 7 . 2 0  - 13?45 Poliomyelitim eradication, by Dr R. Aslanian 

13:45 - 14:30 Regional health database, by Dr M. Ouakrim 

14:30 - 14:50 BMN in Pakistan, by Dr M.A. Barzgar 

Mnndav. 18 September 1995 

08:OO - 08:30 Status of financial implementation: 1994-1995, 
by Dr H. Lafif 

1996-1997 Programme Budget: Briefing on the 
outcome of the WHA48 budgot roviow and overview 
of 1995 JPRM focus, by Mr R.S. Helmholz 

Establishment of United Nations Office for 
Project Services (UNOPS), by Mr Helmholz 

Evaluation of WHO-supported national training 
activities, by Dr M.E.  Wahgoub 

Status of Environmental Health Strategy and Plan 
of Action for Environmental Health in EMR 
countries, by Mr S. Atallah 

Forthcoming seventh round of JPRMs, 
by Dr M.H. Khayat 
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Uondav. 18 Se~t-r 1995 (continued) 

12:UU - 12:50 Review of the implementation or negional 
Information Stragegy in the Regional Office and 
WRs' Offices, by Dr A.  Saleh 

12:50 - 13:lO Role of WR in coordinating UN support to 
countries during emergencies - The Yemen 
experience, Dr Y . A . A .  Ginawi 

13:25 - 13:55 Briefing on the BBC Educational Programme,"New 
Home, New Life", by Dr A.  Gebreel 

16:30 - 17:OO Briefing on formulating the country strategy 
note in Lebanon, by Dr A. Mechbal 

17:OO - 19:OO World Bank support in the field of health, by 
Dr J.F. Baudouy, Chief, Population and Human 
Resources Operations, World Bank, Washington 

Tuesday, 19 September 1995 

Divisional meetings 

Wednesday, 20 September 1995 

Divisional meetings 

Closing session 
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Annex 3 

PROPOSALS FOR BUDGET DEFICIT REDUCTIONS 

- Analyze the cost of specific programme areas and their relation to 
programme objectives to cnourc valuc-for-money 

- Reduce the cost of programme implementation through a review of 
Regional Office procedures 

- EMRO staff visiting countries should review "other" programmes, in 
addition to those of their particular interest 

- Staff development and training 

- Regional income-generation and securing more national and financial 
contributions to programmes of collaboration 

- Ensure country visits (staff/STCs) to fall on working days to avoid 
waste of time during weekends and holidays 

- Use ad hoc per diem rates in countries (STCs, staff) 

- Respond more quickly to fax messages to obviate the need for 
follow-up communications 

- Reduce the number of intercountry rnootings/reduce rlnrntion 

- Increased use of local national expertise, if available to replace 
STCS 

- Increase efficiency by developing comprehensive, integrated 
strategies which cost less (Task Force to review and propose 
strategies) 

- Area Offices run by single WR, supported by Desk Officer at the 
Regional Office 

- Limit investment to priority areas 

- Low-grade professionals 

- Develop guidelines for cost-containment and cost-monitoring 

- Resort more to SSAs, CSAs, etc. for local staff, instead of regular 
posts 

- Study the advantages of shifting some programmes to cheaper or more 
accessible places. 


